
 
 

 
 

 

Topic 3c - Open data, collaboration and skills 

 

Phi Lab, it's a catalyst that aims to drive innovation by bringing together different skills. So people with 

an Earth observation background, with a machine learning background, or AI, or big data, people with 

a computer science background, but also expertise in things like high altitude platforms, data fusion, 

and so forth. VR, AR, quantum computing, what we want to do is take these skills, mix them together, 

and see what the outcomes are from bringing these different skills together.  

 

We're also looking for partners across Europe who can work with us and bring these skills into the lab 

for short periods of time for our research case studies. And then to take the ideas that we develop in 

the lab working with them and scale them up externally. Critically, the thing we're aiming to do is to 

work on scalable problems, not dotting I's and crossing T's of science, but actually looking for problems 

that have scalable solutions.  

 

The Phi Lab is bringing together expertise from all sorts of domains. And it's also creating opportunities 

to intersect and to collaborate together. And that's really where innovation comes from.  

 

Innovation is about diverse backgrounds. It's about different experiences, different technologies, 

putting them all together in one place and seeing what we get out of that. And the Phi Lab is the 

perfect environment in which to do those things.  

 

The business models are really changing because there is a really strong foundation of open data. So 

what we're seeing from the Sentinels and Landsat underpins a lot of what we can do for some of those 

fundamental research programmes. But then adding on top of that the commercial data sets and 

putting these together in real constellations, but also in virtual constellations with different kinds of 

sensors really brings the opportunity for using those data analytics platforms.  

 

What we need to start with is to make sure that all the geniuses that we're developing in our schools 

and in our universities on AI and machine learning don't all go and spend their skills on doing better 

advertising. We need to attract these people into things like environmental analysis, Earth 

observation, space development. Fortunately, space is really exciting. It's a really exciting place to 

work. It's a really exciting topic to work on.  

 

So the key thing for me is to bring on new people out of our universities and get them doing work in 

space and Earth observation, instead of spending their careers working on advertising.  

 

We have these technology foundations in place that allow us really to exploit this technology in a new 

way. But alongside that, the blueprint for the future has to include the skills base. It has to include 

experts that bring together new ideas and different approaches, different ways of thinking, people 

that can exploit machine learning and AI in really exciting and innovative ways.  

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

And really, a lot of this question actually comes down to diversity and inclusivity. Education, for people 

that don't have experience of this technology, is absolutely critical to what we're doing. We must make 

it accessible in order to break into new markets.  

 

We need to get away from traditional expert knowledge that is required for this kind of technology. 

And that's the point at which we'll really break open new markets and new opportunities. And 

alongside that comes changing some fundamentals, like our language. We need to be, as a community, 

more accessible with our language so other communities can access our technology and access our 

solutions.  

 

Fulfilling the potential with AI is going to depend on two key things-- people and software. Clearly, AI 

has software to do the actual manipulations that pull out the relationships. But the pipeline to bring 

the data into the AI environment and bring the results out, that require software that, for many data 

sets, simply doesn't exist.  

 

And it requires skill sets and the people that are going to do that that are relatively well-known, but 

very few people have. And unfortunately, we're not training enough people. And not only are we not 

training them, but oftentimes, we don't have the computing environments to train them on.  

 

What we see today is a lot of expertise across Europe. The transfer of skills from where they are at the 

moment, still in academia, to the Earth observation sector is happening as we speak. And for this, to 

accelerate this, we put together tools, such as the Frontier Development Lab in collaboration with Phi 

Lab and NVidia, Catapult and Oxford to bring use cases to life and entice those PhD postdoc professors 

that have those skills and could be applying them anywhere from autonomous vehicles, all the way to 

predictive maintenance, for instance. Those are two use cases that are extremely well-developed. But 

bring those skills also to our sector and to Earth observation.  

 

I think the next couple of years are going to be absolutely critical to the satellite Earth observation 

industry. I think one of the biggest innovations that we're going to see isn't necessarily interestingly in 

the technology. It's going to be some of the business cases that are associated to those technologies.  

 

And also, then, the skills that are required to make sure that we can start to implement some of those 

technologies as well. We're at a point now where a lot of these technologies are easily accessible. 

They're open. For example, people have opened up a lot of the artificial intelligence models already 

online.  

 

But actually, the important thing here is people's knowledge of that and the ability to implement that 

information. So over the next couple of years, we're going to start to see a lot more people starting to 

understand what the possibility and the limitations of this technology are. But we're also going to start 

to see the end users understanding how they're going to use this to their benefit and what that means 

for business models. 


